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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Motivated by the on-going debate between researchers on whether data from rating 

scales such as Likert and Likert-type scales are ordinal or interval level, this research 

had set out to grasp the actual problems that fuelled the debate. The problems are 

threefold i) the absence of a rating scale that is unanimously accepted by all researchers 

as interval level, ii) unclear definition of an interval rating scale, and iii) no 

comprehensive method to establish a rating scale as an interval scale. These are the 

research gaps this research identified. Research objectives was fourfold, i) to identify 

the features of a rating scale that could be accepted as interval level, to design the layout, 

and to name the scale as Ruler & Option (RO) scale, ii) to determine the usability of 

RO scale and its consistency compared to 7-point Likert scale, iii) to compare validity 

and reliability coefficients of data collected using RO scale with the validity and 

reliability coefficients of data collected using 7-point Likert scale, and iv) to establish 

RO scale is interval conceptually and mathematically by giving a clear definition of an 

interval scale and to examine the interval property of RO scale using Rasch model and 

Double Cancellation axiom. Seven different sample surveys were conducted with 

different sample sizes ranging from 10 to 610 respondents. In addition, this study also 

analysed eight samples of simulated data with 500 respondents in each sample.  

Statistical softwares used in this study were SmartPLS (v.3.2.8), IBM-SPSS AMOS 

24.0, and Winsteps 4.3.4 for Rasch analysis. Programming language R was used to 

simulate data and the algorithm to check Double Cancellation axiom was written in Java 

language. This study concluded that RO scale should have three main features, a ruler 

that starts from 0% to 100 % with meaningful zero point, three “no opinion” options, 

and clearly defined operational procedure as the basis for measurement.  RO scale is 

interval by definition of an interval scale based on six features. Results from usability 

study showed that RO scale was usable, that is RO scale was easy to use, rating using 

RO scale was as quick as rating using 7-point Likert scale, RO scale was legible because 

the markers on the ruler enabled easy reading of data, RO scale satisfices because it 

offers infinite choices of points to opinionated respondents as well as “no opinion” 

options to non-opinionated respondents. Results from two separate studies showed that 

RO scale was functional to researchers because researchers were able to make analyses 

and conclude with meaningful statements. Results from test-retest analysis showed that 

RO scale was more consistent than 7-point Likert scale. Validity and reliability 

coefficients of RO scale were higher than validity and reliability coefficients of 7-point 

Likert scale. Data from RO scale highly fitted the Rasch model but did not satisfy 

Double Cancellation axiom.  Hence RO scale did not attain the interval level set by 

Additive Conjoint Measurement axioms. From the results of Double Cancellation 

checks on 3x3 matrices, the ratio of the proportion of 3x3 matrices that satisfied Double 

Cancellation axiom to the proportion that violated Double Cancellation axiom was 3.8 

to 1.  This ratio was called Interval Ratio. The main contributions of this study are i) an 

interval rating scale named Ruler & Option (RO) scale, and ii) a clear definition of an 

interval rating scale, and iii) a comprehensive method to evaluate rating scales using 

usability, consistency, data validity and reliability, and Interval Ratio.  Further 

exploration of strength and weakness of RO scale and its interval property either using 

empirical data or new theory is recommended for future research. 
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